Abstract -An approach is presented for using the probabilistic forecast of stratus clearing time at San Francisco (SFO) to achieve more efficient Ground Delay Programs (GDPs) by better determining GDP end time and scope. Given a probabilistic forecast, we use a Monte-Carlo simulation approach to generate many stratus clearing times for each discrete GDP end time and scope under consideration. Various key measures are evaluated such as unnecessary ground delay if the GDP ends later than stratus clearing and the risk of airborne holding at the end of the GDP if the GDP ends earlier than stratus clearing. An objective function that includes each of the key metrics captures the cost of each scenario under consideration, and the optimal GDP parameters can then be selected. Results show reductions of 29% for unnecessary issued ground delay and reductions of 39% for unnecessarily delayed flights over the SFO GDPs during the severe weather seasons in 2006 and 2007.
I. INTRODUCTION
The primary challenge to air traffic management in the San Francisco area is the low altitude cloud layer that develops overnight in the San Francisco Bay area. This layer is called marine stratus and has a tremendous impact on San Francisco Airport (SFO) arrivals since it precludes simultaneous arrival operations on closely spaced parallel runways, reducing the arrival capacity from 60 to 30 flights per hour. Frequently, the stratus layer fails to burn off before the first bank of arrivals are scheduled to land in the morning, and a Ground Delay Program (GDP) must be implemented. During periods when arrival demand exceeds capacity, a GDP defers the excess demand to later periods with available capacity by assigning ground delays to flights at their departure airports. If a GDP is issued with an end time later than the actual stratus burn-off time, unnecessary delay is absorbed on the ground at the departure airports, and arrival capacity is wasted. On the other hand, if the GDP end time is earlier than the stratus burn-off time, airborne holding and diversions may occur, and safety may be compromised. The latter is a risk that air traffic controllers prefer to avoid, thus leading to current practices that tend to result in overlyconservative GDP end times. The frequency of marine stratus occurrence, combined with the tremendous aviation impact, motivated the National Weather Service (NWS) to develop the prototype SFO Marine Stratus Forecast System [1] , which is designed specifically to predict the important stratus clearing time in the SFO approach zone.
The model presented in this paper is motivated by research to explore the integration of probabilistic weather forecasts in traffic flow management (TFM) decision making [2] . Operational decision-making in the National Airspace System (NAS) today is primarily based on deterministic information of traffic and weather, despite the fact that there is inherent uncertainty in both of these elements. Attempts at integrating probabilistic weather forecasts into operational decision-making have proven to be challenging. Convective weather forecasts in the en route environment include uncertainty in multiple dimensions, including time, space, and severity. This requires complex models to integrate probabilistic weather forecasts with TFM decision making. In contrast, the SFO Marine Stratus Forecast System provides an opportunity to explore the integration of probabilistic weather forecasts into TFM decision-making with the reduced complexity of one dimension. This system provides a forecast of a single weather parameter (the time at which the stratus will burn off) at a fixed geographical location (the SFO approach zone).
In this paper we present a model that integrates the probabilistic forecast of stratus clearing into the current process of modeling and issuing GDPs at SFO. By utilizing the probabilistic nature of the forecast, the model can select the best GDP parameters given the uncertainty in the time of the stratus burn-off, addressing both the objectives of minimizing delay and managing risk. This model can be implemented in today's environment, with no required changes to the data, procedures, and software used to issue GDPs. By using the probabilistic forecast of stratus burn-off at SFO more effectively, GDPs in today's environment can be issued less conservatively, minimizing the overall ground delay, unused arrival slots, unnecessary delay issued, and the number of aircraft affected by the GDPs. This model is an important step toward integrating probabilistic weather forecasts with TFM decision support tools.
II. BACKGROUND
The current FAA mechanism for building GDPs is to solve a deterministic single airport Ground Holding Problem (GHP) using a method called Ration-By-Schedule (RBS) [3] that focuses on maximizing airport throughput while assigning ground delay to flights in a manner that ensures an equitable distribution of delays across major airlines. Based on the deterministic schedule of future airport capacity and arrival demand, the algorithm first generates a fixed schedule of arrival slots and then generates slot assignments for each flight. The algorithm is implemented in a software tool called the Flight Schedule Monitor (FSM). The significance of this algorithm is that it was developed under the Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) program, and the objective is to develop -equitable‖ delay assignments across airlines rather than to minimize a system-wide cost tradeoff between ground and airborne holding costs. In the CDM paradigm, the FAA is responsible for forecasting capacity and determining the arrival slot schedule, whereas the airlines have flexibility in prioritizing slot assignments based on the set of slots allocated to them [4] .
Given the uncertain arrival capacity created by the uncertain stratus clearing time, we need to solve a Stochastic GHP. Several formulations and solutions for the stochastic GHP have been developed since 1987, but those developed prior to 1998 all reflect the notion of minimizing a global cost metric, which deems their eventual acceptance and implementation highly unlikely, given the CDM paradigm mentioned above. The reader is directed to [5] for a more detailed literature review of stochastic ground holding research. Ball and Hoffman [6] developed the first stochastic model to consider equity. It uses a similar objective function to earlier methods that trade off ground vs. airborne holding costs, but the decision variables are the number of arrival slots to assign during each time period over the planning horizon, rather than the assignment of flights to timeslots. In addition to drastically improving the solution performance, this model formulation provides a slot availability schedule that can be post-processed by another algorithm, such as RBS, to create -equitable‖ assignments of flights to slots. This algorithm is classified as static since the planning decision is made once, and stochastic since the decision is made with regard to uncertain capacity.
Mukherjee and Hansen [5] create a dynamic stochastic model for the single airport GHP. This model is also based on uncertain capacity but includes the ability to revise solutions dynamically based on updated capacity estimates as time evolves. The model may defer the decision of whether or not to delay a flight until it is scheduled to depart, thus, decisions for shorter length flights will be made closer to departure time, based on more accurate (hopefully) capacity estimates. Mukherjee also addresses equity considerations by extending the objective function to penalize solutions based on how much they differ from an RBS solution. The decision maker can control the importance of equity by altering the objective weight. Mukherjee also develops and tests an intraairline substitution-optimization model that could be used by an airline to revise their slot assignments after each dynamically revised decision during the life of the program.
Although extensive efforts are made here to meet current CDM objectives of equity and flexibility, airlines may be resistant to repetitive re-planning since they are burdened with considering the downstream impact of aircraft delays on the rest of their schedule.
Both of the stochastic GHP models described above have, at their core, an economic objective of minimizing a linear combination of ground delay and airborne holding costs, both of which are the burden of the airlines. Both models also allow for the consideration of equity, another airline goal, in their ultimate application. What is missing from either model is the consideration of Air Traffic Control (ATC) risk. Early deterministic GHP models tend to focus on minimizing airline costs under the constraint that demand will maintained at or below capacity in any time period. With probabilistic models, we must consider the likelihood that certain outcomes will result in large amounts of airborne holding. Both of these models essentially assume an unlimited arrival queue and do not consider any additional penalties such as diversions or reduced safety associated with large numbers of holding aircraft. While airlines must bear the cost of airborne holding, diversions, and (indirectly) reduced safety, they have an economic incentive for assuming some risk of those outcomes in order to realize the benefit of reduced delays. However, ATC has little incentive to assume the risks of excessive holding because they do not directly benefit from delay reduction in a GDP.
Our model is very close to [6] in function; it is static, stochastic, considers airborne and ground holding costs in its objective, and relies on RBS to fit within the CDM environment. The differences are (1) we also consider the risk of unfavorable ATC risks in our objective; (2) we solve our model by simulating hundreds of possible capacity scenarios based on empirical forecast error, rather than just a handful; and (3) we evaluate all reasonable decision alternatives with a simulation and choose the one with the lowest expected cost.
III. THE NATURE OF SFO GDPS
The number of GDPs issued throughout the NAS from September 1998 through July 2007 totals 9,350 programs. 1 SFO leads all airports in the number of GDPs with a total of 1,450, 15.5% of all programs. Concentrating on methods to reduce ground delay for flights arriving in SFO can have significant positive impact on the NAS. There are some interesting characteristics of SFO GDPs that are evident from these metrics. Only 50% of the flights arriving during a GDP timeframe are nonexempt and issued a departure delay. This is due to the number of flights that are either already airborne when the program is issued or are outside of the geographical scope of the program. Of those flights, the average delay is 44 minutes, but can be as high as 98 minutes. SFO GDPs are planned to initially run for four hours and 20 minutes. Including extensions to the programs, the average planned duration is 4:51, an increase of 31 minutes. The actual average duration of the programs is 2:52. This means that programs on average are planned to run approximately two hours longer than they are actually needed. In addition, an extension is only issued in 15% of the GDPs. These last two points illustrate the conservative nature taken by the FAA when issuing GDPs in order to mitigate the risk of excess airborne holding after the end of the program.
IV. SFO STRATUS FORECAST SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND USE The SFO Stratus Forecast System [7] is based upon four different models for estimating the stratus clearing time and a model for combining those four into a consensus forecast. Three of the four models are automated to run starting at the top of the hour on the following hours: 9Z, 11Z, 13Z, 15Z, 16Z, 17Z, and 18Z. The fourth model is based on satellite imagery which requires sunlight, so it first becomes available with the 15Z run. After the models have run, the deterministic consensus forecast is generated as a weighted combination of the available component forecasts.
In addition to the consensus forecast, there are two measures of uncertainty produced by the system. The first is the confidence assigned to a forecast, either -good‖ or -low‖. These values are based on input conditions which were found to cause marked changes in forecast accuracy. The second uncertainty measure produced is the probability of clearing before 17Z, 18Z, 19Z, and 20Z. This probability is based on empirical history of all forecasts made with a clearing time in the same 15 minute time bin. The probabilities are rounded to increments of 5%. The cumulative clearing time probabilities provided by the consensus forecast are attempting to communicate the underlying probability distribution to a human decision maker. However, they only provide a rough approximation of the actual distribution of clearing time. Additionally, the empirical error distribution used to calculate the four probabilities is based on groupings of the dependent variable (clearing time) rather than independent variable(s). In Fig. 1 , we show the empirical distributions of forecast error classified by forecast confidence. The dashed stepped line is one sample of the clearing probabilities given in a consensus forecast. In comparing the values of the consensus clearing probabilities to the complete CDF, we can see that much of the detail is omitted by using 60-minute steps in the probability distribution.
While the published probabilities are intended to help operational decision-makers, it is unlikely that they are actually being used in decision-making. The model presented in this paper addresses this issue by integrating the probabilistic forecast of clearing time automatically into the GDP modeling process and eliminating the need for human interpretation of probabilistic information.
V. MODEL OVERVIEW In order to include the uncertainty in a forecast in a decision support model and to evaluate the risk associated with any given decision, we need to know what the possible outcomes are and how likely they are to occur. We derive the likelihood information by adding the consensus forecast clearing time to the appropriate error distribution in Fig. 1 based on forecast confidence. We then define performance metrics which allow us to measure the outcomes of a given decision over the entire distribution of possible clearing time outcomes. This essentially turns probabilistic inputs into probabilistic outcomes.
We have developed a model to find the -optimal‖ GDP parameters based on criteria such as minimizing unnecessary delay and managing the risk of airborne holding. The parameters that are -optimized‖ as part of our model include start time, end time, and scope. Our actual approach is to find the optimal parameters one-by-one instead of trying to evaluate all possible combinations of these parameters at once. Different decision criteria are relevant for different parameters, further justifying this approach. Once the optimal value of a parameter is found, it is set as a constant before evaluating the next parameter. We evaluate the parameters in the following order, using the following rules to set the other parameters:
1) Start Time-This is easily set by finding the start time of the earliest 15-minute increment in which the demand exceeds the capacity. 2) End Time-The start time is set based on the previous step, the scope is set to -All,‖ capturing all domestic departures, and each possible end time (15-minute increments only) is evaluated.
3) Scope-The start time and end time are set based on the previous steps, and each possible scope selection is evaluated.
The details of the models that determine the GDP end time and GDP scope are included in the following two sections.
A. GDP End Time
A Monte Carlo simulation approach is used to find the best GDP end time. This requires the full distribution of the probabilistic forecast of stratus clearing provided by the SFO Stratus Forecast System.
The steps of the model for selecting the GDP end time are as follows:
1) Simulate the distribution of clearing times as the deterministic forecast time plus the distribution of errors from the empirical CDF of forecast errors.
2) Based on the GDP start time and the deterministic forecast of stratus clearing time, generate the list of GDP end times that reasonably can be considered. Note that a GDP can only end by 15-minute period at 14, 29, 44, or 59 minutes past the hour. For each possible GDP end time, model the GDP in the FSM and generate the resulting flight delays. Note that all GDP parameters should stay constant except the GDP end time and the rate, which should stay consistent with the GDP end time. The rate is set to 30/hour prior to the GDP end time and 60/hour after the GDP end time. The scope is set to -ALL,‖ including the three west coast Canadian airports.
3) Generate metrics, such as unnecessary delay and airborne holding, which are used to evaluate GDP end time. Some metrics are dependent not only on the GDP end time, but on the GDP cancel time/stratus clearing time. This illustrates the importance of using a Monte Carlo simulation approach to simulate the range of likely clearing times. For each possible GDP end time scenario (result of Step 2), we generate the metrics for each simulated GDP cancel time in the set of clearing times generated in Step 1. We calculate the mean metrics for each GDP scenario as the average of each metric in the set of metrics. This results in the expected value for each metric given the probabilistic forecast of stratus clearing.
4)
Calculate the cost of each scenario using the objective function, and find the minimum value over all GDP end time scenarios. This is the optimal GDP end time.
The goal of the model is to quantify the impact of uncertain clearing time on the outcome metrics. We wish to choose an end time which results in good performance over a wide variety of clearing time scenarios. In this problem, some of the scenarios happen to result in a -perfect‖ outcome where the decision value may actually provide the best possible answer (GDP end time = actual clearing time).
However, that is not the goal of this model. Instead, it is conceptually more important to imagine that the model will choose end times that perform well, on average, and will guard against the risk of undesirable outcomes, such as a late clearing time.
Risk is expressed in terms of likelihood and severity. For example, any reasonable decision for GDP end time has some probability of being too late. In this case, the severity is defined by the amount of financial loss to users who experience unnecessary delay while some available capacity goes unused. The user risk, therefore, is based on economic loss and is realized when GDP end times are too late and have to be canceled early. ATC risk, however, occurs when the GDP ends before the stratus clears. When this occurs, an airborne holding queue forms and quickly becomes large enough to have a negative impact on safety and controller workload. In the interest of maintaining safety, drastic remedial actions such as Ground Stops or diversions could result. ATC risk is very critical and must be explicitly guarded against by the model. We include two terms in the objective function to mitigate ATC risk.
The objective function includes the expected unnecessary ground delay and expected total airborne holding. The terms have the same units, similar scales, and increase/decrease monotonically with increasing GDP end time. This is also consistent with earlier stochastic GHP models, which use ground holding and airborne holding in their objectives. We include weights for both metrics in order to quantify the FAA's willingness to trade ground delay for air delay. This captures the tradeoff between the FAA's desire to serve the industry efficiently and its operational and safety concerns [6] . We apply a weight of 2 to the mean total airborne holding after end time, giving twice the weight to airborne vs. ground delay, consistent with previous research [5] .
We then add two terms to mitigate the ATC risk. The first is based on the ability to extend a program. If the expected number of exempt flights by 1600Z in the first hour after the GDP end time exceeds a threshold, we deem that the program is not extendable and eliminate it as a feasible decision. This term ensures that the ATC risk of ending the program too early can be mitigated by extending the program at 1600 after the 15Z forecast becomes available. We use a conservative threshold of 20 flights, despite a capacity of 30. In several instances, this precluded end time decisions that were economically advantageous.
The last term in the model is probably the most important for risk aversion. From our empirical data and the TFM guidelines that recommend selecting GDP end time by adding two hours to forecast clearing time [8] , we can show that traffic managers are currently willing to accept only a single digit percentage chance of GDP end time being too early. The evidence is in Fig. 1 , where you can see that the forecast clearing time plus 120 minutes results in about a 94% chance that the clearing time is before GDP end time, which corresponds to a 6% chance of late Stratus clearing time (ATC risk) when forecast confidence is low. Similarly, there is only a 1% chance when confidence is good. What we desire is an objective term that permits low probabilities of ATC risk and quickly increases to penalize the objective heavily for risky end time decisions. The Upper Partial Moment (UPM) of the maximum flights in holding at the end of the GDP is the correct type of term for this situation, but it is not naturally sensitive enough to moderate levels of risk to ensure that only small amounts of risk will be tolerated. To improve the level of risk aversion, we first use the exponential function to create the rapidly nonlinearly increasing penalty values for moderate increases in ATC risk. We then add an optional multiplier to the exponent to help tune the shape. This multiplier is essentially a risk aversion dial in the objective function. High values lead to a response that is closer to an -L‖ shape, where lower values lead to a more linear response. We keep this multiplier at 1 in our objective function but recommend its inclusion in the model as a way for users to adjust their risk tolerance.
The resulting objective function is where:
t is the chosen GDP end time, and ξ is the probability distribution of clearing time, and E ξ is the expectation over the distribution of clearing times, and U is the total unnecessary ground delay in minutes issued to the non-exempt flights in the GDP, and H is the total airborne holding after the GDP end time, and F is the max flights in holding after the GDP end time, and w 1 is the weighting coefficient for unnecessary ground delay, and w 2 is the weighting coefficient for airborne holding after the GDP end time, and w 3 is an arbitrarily large weighting coefficient, and k is the risk controlling coefficient, and T is equal to 1 if the number of exempt flights in the first new hour if the GDP extended at 1600Z exceeds a threshold, 0 otherwise.
After evaluating Z for all reasonable values of GDP end time (t) and simulating ξ we choose the end time that yields the lowest objective. The competing objectives of minimizing airborne holding after the GDP end time and unnecessary ground delay are plotted in green and red, respectively. The risk component, the exponential function of the UPM of the number of flights in holding after the GDP end time, is plotted in teal. Note the sharp increase in this component at earlier GDP end times.
This component in the objective function drives solutions away from earlier end times that hold too much risk of a scenario where the stratus clears later than the end time and there is not enough time to extend the program to manage the demand. The resulting objective function is plotted in blue, with the recommended GDP time noted at the minimum point.
B. GDP Scope
Given the GDP start and end times, the model now selects the best scope for the program. The scope sets the geographical region for the program. All flights departing from airports within that region are nonexempt and can be issued departure delays. The scope can be a critical decision when modeling a GDP; the broader the scope, the more flights captured, which reduces average delays and usually results in more equitable programs. But larger scopes can increase unnecessary delay, including flights with longer flying times that must start accumulating ground delay earlier than short haul flights. Scope can be set based on center tiers or distance from the airport. We use center tiers to illustrate the model, but our algorithm supports either method.
In the case of SFO, scope is not as critical a factor as it can be at other airports. The step from one scope to next largest scope tends to not capture many additional flights, especially at the larger scopes. This is due to the fact that the SFO GDPs tend to have shorter durations in the early morning when the traffic is primarily short-haul arrivals. This is shown in Fig. 3 . Each of the colored series plots the number of flights added by increasing the scope to the next largest tier. For example, the purple line shows the additional flights captured when moving from a 6 West (the smallest scope) to a 10 West program (the next largest scope). This first step in scope usually has the largest impact in terms of number of flights added, six on average. The remainder of the scope steps, 10 to 12 West, 12 to 15 West, and 15 West to All, tend to add very few flights, if any. The average additional flights added are two, two, and one, respectively. The dashed black line, scaled to the right axis, shows the number of 15-minute periods included in the duration of each of the GDPs. There is a strong correlation (as high as 0.67) between the GDP duration and the number of additional flights included in each step of scope. This implies that the longer the duration of the GDP, the more relevant the scope decision becomes.
Though scope selection may not have a big impact on the majority of SFO GDPs, it still can be important for those programs that will run longer due to later forecasted stratus clearing. For that reason, scope selection is included in the model. This stage of the model uses the same approach as the previous stage, which selected the GDP end time using a Monte Carlo simulation of the distribution of stratus clearing times. The only difference in this stage of the model is the set of relevant metrics generated and the objective function used. Each scope scenario for evaluation is generated using the -optimal‖ GDP start and end time already identified by the previous stages of the model.
The key metrics identified as relevant to the decision of scope are as follows:
Average Delay-the average delay over all nonexempt flights in the GDP Mean Unnecessary Delay-the delay that will be already unnecessarily absorbed if the GDP cancels earlier than planned Ability to Extend at 1600Z-measures the number of nonexempt controllable flights in the hour following the current GDP end time if extended at 1600Z Delay Variability-a measure of carrier equity; the standard deviation in the carrier average delay Equity Metric for Airlines (EMA)-a measure of equity determined by comparing the delay assigned in a proposed program to that which results by using an airborne holding model. Any deviation from the airborne holding model is decreased equity. The metric assesses the variance in delay by carrier.
Equity Metric for Flights (EMF)-Similar to EMA, but assesses the variance by flight instead of carrier
The last three equity-related metrics are included in the FSM software and are used operationally to assess the equity of different GDP scenarios [9] .
The objective function is where:
s is the chosen GDP scope, and ξ is the probability distribution of clearing time, and E p is the expectation over the distribution of clearing times, and A is the average delay per flight, and U is the total unnecessary ground delay in minutes issued to the nonexempt flights in the GDP, and V is the delay variability across carriers, and T 1 is equal to 1 if the number of exempt flights in the first new hour if the GDP extended at 1500Z exceeds a threshold, 0 otherwise, and T 2 is equal to 1 if the EMA threshold is violated, 0 otherwise, and T 3 is equal to 1 if the EMF threshold is violated, 0 otherwise, and w 1 is the weighting coefficient for the average delay, and w 2 is the weighting coefficient for unnecessary ground delay, and w 3 is the weighting coefficient for delay variability, and w 4 is a very large weighting coefficient.
After evaluating Z for all reasonable values of GDP scope (s) and simulating ξ we choose the scope which yields the lowest objective. A total of six adjustable parameters are used in the objective function; there are three weights and three thresholds. An analysis was conducted to understand the sensitivity of the objective function to different combinations of weights and thresholds. Fig. 4 plots the number of programs in which a particular scope was selected by the objective function. Each series represents a different set of weights and thresholds, and a wide range of scenarios are represented. The overall shape of each trend line is fairly consistent, especially for the broader scopes. This implies that the weights and thresholds are not very sensitive. More variability exists in the smaller scopes, where there is more likely additional flights included by moving to the next largest scope, as was explained earlier with Fig. 3 .
The weighting and threshold parameters selected to test our model are illustrated in the black dashed line scenario in Fig. 4 . This scenario weights average delay and delay variability 30 times greater than unnecessary delay. This is because unnecessary delay is a sum over all flights, where average delay is on the scale of an average value per flight. The exempt flights in extension threshold value selected is consistent with that used in the selection of GDP end time (20 flights), and the values used for EMA and EMF are the upper bound to those values considered to reflect -good‖ equity, which are eight in the case of both metrics [9] .
VI. RESULTS
The end time and scope selection models are evaluated over 68 SFO GDPs during the severe weather season in 2006 and 2007. Both the end time and scope selections chosen by the model are compared to those that were selected operationally.
In the case of end time, an end time was chosen operationally that was on average 128 minutes later than the clearing time. The model's selection of end time was on average only 56 minutes later than the clearing time, a 56% reduction in unnecessary GDP duration. The model end time selected in 10 of the 68 programs (15% of the programs) was more than five minutes earlier than the stratus clearing time, and an extension would have been required for these programs. But there would have been plenty of time to issue these extensions; the time between the initial issue time and end time was on average for these programs over five hours. In 59 of the programs, the model matched or out-performed operations, making the same or better selection for the end time. In only 13% of the programs did the end time selected operationally result in a better end time than that selected by the model.
In the case of scope selection, the majority of the time the model selected a broader scope than was used operationally. We compare the scopes by assigning a value of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 to each program based on whether the scope selected was 6 West, 10 West, 12 West, 15 West, or All respectively. On average the operational scope selection is 1.7 (which is closer to 10 West than 6 West), while the average model selection is 4.0, a 15 West. The difference in scope from the model selection vs. the operational selection is 2.3 scope tiers, meaning that the model on average selects scopes that are over two step scope selections larger than was selected operationally. In only three cases did the model select a scope smaller than the one used operationally. These results are due to the importance placed on equity in the objective function and the smaller variability in unnecessary delay across the scopes.
VII. BENEFITS ASSESSMENT
To capture the benefits of using our proposed model, we measure specific key metrics over three possible scenarios as illustrated in Fig. 5 . First, using the actual GDP parameters used historically, we remodel those GDPs as they were actually run. This provides the value of the key metric for the actual GDPs, illustrated as number 1 on the figure. Second, we modify the GDP parameters to the ideal end time that should have been used to run that program, the actual clearing time. This captures how the GDP would have been run if the users had perfect foresight of the stratus clearing time. This provides the value of the key metric for the perfect foresight GDPs, illustrated as number 2 on the figure. Lastly, we use our model, which takes advantage of the probabilistic forecast to generate the recommended GDP end time and scope. This provides the value of the key metric for the GDPs using the stratus forecast, illustrated as number 3 on the figure. The difference between the actual GDPs and the perfect foresight GDPs provides an upper bound on the possible benefits that can be gained in improving the modeling of GDPs. The difference between the actual GDPs and the GDPs generated using our model provides the benefits that could have been achieved using our model in today's NAS environment.
We recognize that additional benefits can be achieved in the NextGen environment. There are various papers that have been published that propose mechanisms for managing the traffic flow into SFO when ceilings are below minimums that replace the current mechanism of issuing GDPs, specifically Ration-by-Schedule. Some of these possible approaches include a dynamic stochastic model [5] , a stochastic integer program with dual network structure [10] , optimization based on distance [11] , ration-by-distance with equity guarantees [12] , banking constraints [13] , and optimization and mediated bartering models [14] . We hypothesize that probabilistic forecasts of stratus clearing times in conjunction with more efficient traffic flow management models can result in even further benefits than can be realized in today's system, which is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 5 .
The primary metric of importance when evaluating the benefits of improved GDPs is issued ground delay. Every minute of ground delay is a cost to the NAS users, and thus any reduction in ground delay can provide significant benefits. Fig. 6 summarizes the ground delay issued for each GDP under the three different scenarios: what actually occurred, what our model generated, and what ideally should have been done (GDP end time = stratus clearing time). Our model reduced the total ground delay by 17% of the actual delay as shown by the red line. But some of the ground delay, 43% to be exact, was necessary since the stratus did not clear prior to the GDP start time in 66 out of the 68 GDPs. With the ideal GDPs acting as a lower bound on ground delay, our model achieved a 29% reduction of the ground delay that was unnecessary.
It is important to note that no model can successfully eliminate all unnecessary ground delay and be able to consistently find the ideal GDP end times. The main reason for this is the need to manage ATC risk. The cost of running a GDP that ends too early can be high, resulting in excessive airborne holding, diversions, and ground stops. Our model is not only focused on the goals of the NAS users (smaller amounts of ground delay and less affected flights), but is also focused on the goals of the FAA, ensuring that the available capacity can adequately accommodate the traffic demand. Since our model considers the risks in selecting a GDP end time that is earlier than the clearing time, we do not expect to reduce ground delay close to the ideal number. Thus, a 29% reduction is significant given our conservative approach to managing ATC risk.
The same approach was used to calculate the benefits in terms of the number of flights affected by the GDPs, and is captured in Fig. 7 . It is interesting to compare the benefits in the number of flights controlled vs. the benefits in ground delay. The reduction in affected flights is 18%, as opposed to 17% in ground delay. The reduction in unnecessarily affected flights is 39% compared to 29% for unnecessary ground delay. Percent reductions are higher for affected flights due to the arrival rates used in some of the actual GDPs. In some cases, a 30-rate was not used all the way to the GDP end time; the rate was gradually increased in the last hour or two, decreasing the ground delay but providing no decrease in the number of flights affected. A 39% reduction in unnecessarily delayed flights can have significant impact on the airlines, greatly reducing the impact on their aircraft, crew, and passenger networks by maintaining a much higher number of connections.
We further estimate what the reduction in ground delay could mean in terms of reduced costs to the NAS users. Using data from 2005-2007, we calculate the average total ground delay issued per SFO GDP during the severe weather season when the SFO Stratus Forecast System is in use (May 15-Oct. 15). We also calculate the average number of annual SFO GDPs during those same time periods. This provides the average severe weather season number of ground delay minutes issued for SFO. Since our model results in a reduction of issued ground delay by 17%, we can calculate the number of ground delay minutes that can be eliminated with the use of our model. Using the ATAprovided value of $60.46 2 as the cost per minute of delay, we can then calculate the expected annual savings to NAS users from using our model, $2.83M. The results are summarized in Table 2 . 
VIII. CONCLUSION
The forecast generated by the SFO Stratus Forecast System provides an ideal opportunity for exploring the integration of probabilistic forecasts with TFM decisionmaking. The model presented in this paper can provide the link between the probabilistic forecast of stratus clearing and the FSM software used to model and issue GDPs, automating the interpretation of the uncertainty associated with the forecast. This model can be implemented in today's environment and provides an opportunity for operationally testing a TFM decision support tool integrated with probabilistic weather forecasts. Based on the initial benefits assessment, this model has the potential to reduce unnecessary ground delay issued for SFO arrivals by 29% and to provide $2.8 million in annual savings to the air carriers.
In fact, what we have also done is demonstrate how empirical error information can be used to create probabilistic forecasts from a deterministic product. The initial assessment of the model presented in this paper focused on its implementation at SFO due to the one dimensional nature of the problem and the availability of the SFO Stratus Forecast System product, which provides an abundance of forecast and validation data. However, this approach could be applied at other airports in the future using different forecast products as long as historical forecast and verification data is available. Future decision support systems could then ingest forecasts as probability distributions, and base decision on distributions of outcomes. As the weather forecast products mature to include measurements of uncertainty, Traffic Management Initiatives (TMIs) such as GDPs can be issued such that ATC risk is specifically managed while still achieving benefits in terms of less delay for the air carriers. As with SFO, we expect that TMIs across the NAS can be issued less conservatively, resulting in reductions in delays and more efficient use of available capacity.
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